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ABSTRACT
A total of 1918 loci, detected by the hybridization of 938 expressed sequence tag unigenes (ESTs)

from 26 Triticeae cDNA libraries, were mapped to wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) homoeologous group 4
chromosomes using a set of deletion, ditelosomic, and nulli-tetrasomic lines. The 1918 EST loci were not
distributed uniformly among the three group 4 chromosomes; 41, 28, and 31% mapped to chromosomes
4A, 4B, and 4D, respectively. This pattern is in contrast to the cumulative results of EST mapping in all
homoeologous groups, as reported elsewhere, that found the highest proportion of loci mapped to the
B genome. Sixty-five percent of these 1918 loci mapped to the long arms of homoeologous group 4
chromosomes, while 35% mapped to the short arms. The distal regions of chromosome arms showed
higher numbers of loci than the proximal regions, with the exception of 4DL. This study confirmed the
complex structure of chromosome 4A that contains two reciprocal translocations and two inversions,
previously identified. An additional inversion in the centromeric region of 4A was revealed. A consensus
map for homoeologous group 4 was developed from 119 ESTs unique to group 4. Forty-nine percent of
these ESTs were found to be homoologous to sequences on rice chromosome 3, 12% had matches with
sequences on other rice chromosomes, and 39% had no matches with rice sequences at all. Limited
homology (only 26 of the 119 consensus ESTs) was found between wheat ESTs on homoeologous group
4 and the Arabidopsis genome. Forty-two percent of the homoeologous group 4 ESTs could be classified
into functional categories on the basis of blastX searches against all protein databases.

GENOME analysis has been used to establish the hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Each of the 21
evolutionary and homoeologous relationships of chromosomes has been identified and characterized by

the three genomes (AA, BB, and DD) that make up Sears (1954, 1966) with respect to genomic and homo-
eologous relationships. There is a high degree of colin-
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earity among hexaploid wheat chromosomes within (NSF) proposed to identify and characterize expressed
sequence tag unigenes (ESTs) and to map them to spe-each of the seven homoeologous groups (Van Deynze

et al. 1995). This relationship among homoeologous cific chromosome regions (bins) using a representative
subset of deletion, nullisomic-tetrasomic, and ditelo-chromosomes suggests that most genes, especially those

coding for morphological characteristics and molecular somic lines (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/NSF). Qi et al.
(2003) reported a molecular characterization of themarkers, may be found in all three genomes in a well-

conserved order (Van Deynze et al. 1995). deletion stocks used in this project. The present study
examines the ESTs that mapped to group 4 chromo-The syntenic relationship among the three genomes

composing hexaploid wheat has been altered by inter- somes, to detect homoeologous chromosome structural
variations, study the spatial relationships among theseand intragroup translocations, inversions, and deletions

(Akhunov et al. 2003a). A previous study has shown ESTs at the bin level, and investigate homologous rela-
tionships with rice (Oryza sativa L.) and Arabidopsis thali-that synteny tends to decrease in the more distal regions

of the chromosome arms (Akhunov et al. 2003b). Sev- ana (L.) Heynh.
eral of the 21 chromosomes of hexaploid wheat contain
translocations of considerable size (Gale 1990). Nar-

MATERIALS AND METHODSanjo et al. (1987) proposed translocations involving
chromosomes 4A, 5A, and 7B, which have been found Plant materials: The aneuploid and deletion stocks used in
in T. turgidum L. and T. aestivum. Using cytogenetic, this analysis were developed in or derived from Chinese Spring
isozyme, RFLP marker, and in situ hybridization analyses wheat and included 21 nullisomic-tetrasomic (NT) lines and

24 ditelocentric lines obtained from the U.S. Department ofof chromosome 4A, the evolutionary evidence for trans-
Agriculture (USDA)-Sears collection of wheat genetic stockslocations involving chromosome arms 4AL, 5AL, and
[USDA-Agricultural Research Service (ARS), University of Mis-7BS has been firmly established (Chao et al. 1989; Nar-
souri, Columbia, MO] and 101 deletion stocks obtained from

anjo 1990; Liu et al. 1992; Chen and Gustafson 1994, B. S. Gill (Wheat Genetics Resource Center, Kansas State Uni-
1997; Devos et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995; versity).
Nelson et al. 1995). A pericentric inversion within chro- The stocks relevant to homoeologous group 4 defined cen-

tromeric regions and nine, seven, and eight deletion bins inmosome 4A changed the native chromosome arm ho-
chromosomes 4A, 4B, and 4D, respectively (Figure 1). Dele-moeologues of group 4. As a result, the short arm of
tion breakpoint and bin designations were based on the frac-4A (4AS) is homoeologous to 4BL and 4DL, while 4AL tional length (FL) values of breakpoints established by Endo

is homoeologous to 4BS and 4DS. In addition, a para- and Gill (1996). The proximal bin in each arm was delimited
centric inversion within 4AL was also reported (Devos by the most proximal deletion breakpoint and the centromere

of the relevant Chinese Spring nulli-tetrasomic and ditelo-et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995). Finally, a
somic aneuploid stocks.pericentric inversion has been observed within chromo-

Library materials: Twenty-six of the project’s 42 cDNA librar-some 4B (Endo and Gill 1984; Gill et al. 1991; Friebe ies (Lazo et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2004), representing a variety
et al. 1994; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995). of tissues, developmental stages, and stress treatments of wheat

It is reasonable to expect that undetected chromo- and related species, produced ESTs mapping to homoeolo-
gous group 4 chromosomes. Twenty-four of these libraries weresome structural variations exist in hexaploid wheat. De-
used for the functional analysis reported here. See the projecttailed analyses at the molecular level will reveal the
website (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/nsf/nsf_library.cgi)evolution of chromosome structure and the distribution
for details on library identity, development, and characteriza-

and physical location of additional breakpoints and re- tion.
arrangements within homoeologous group 4 chromo- Deletion mapping: All procedures used for genomic DNA
somes of hexaploid wheat. isolation from the Chinese Spring deletion and aneuploid

lines, restriction endonuclease digestions, gel electrophoresis,Endo (1988, 1990) ascertained that certain Aegilops
DNA gel blot hybridization, and EST analyses were uniformlychromosomes, particularly from Aegilops cylindrica host,
carried out in 10 mapping laboratories (Akhunov et al.when present as monosomic additions to wheat, caused 2003a,b; Lazo et al. 2004). Procedures are available on line

random, mostly terminal, deletions in wheat chromo- at http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/NSF/project/. For Southern
somes. Broken chromosome ends tend to be healed by analysis, genomic DNA from each aneuploid and deletion

stock was digested with EcoRI. Lambda DNA, digested withthe addition of new telomeres (Werner et al. 1992;
HindIII and BstEII, was used as a size marker.Tsujimoto 1993; Friebe et al. 2001). Endo and Gill

Deletion mapping was performed by hybridizing a cDNA(1996) isolated some 350 homozygous deletion lines clone, corresponding to an EST, to a set of Southern blots
derived from T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring. Adjacent made from the panel of wheat aneuploid and deletion stocks
deletion breakpoints for a given chromosome arm de- described above (Qi et al. 2003; Lazo et al. 2004). Absence of

a particular restriction fragment in the lane for a geneticfine a physical region on that arm called a bin. A set of
stock indicated that the locus was distal to the correspondinglines containing deletions for each of the three genomes
deletion breakpoint or within the chromosome or arm missingand seven groups of hexaploid wheat chromosomes has
in the aneuploid. The analysis presented here was carried out

been used to create a deletion map of the wheat ge- on the subset of 4485 mapped and verified cDNA probes
nomes. accumulated as of March 17, 2003. Each hybridization profile

was analyzed twice in the mapping laboratory where it wasA project funded by the National Science Foundation
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TABLE 1

�2 analysis of the total and duplicated EST loci within homoeologous group 4 chromosomes

All EST loci Duplicated EST loci

Observed Expected Observed Expected
Chromosome/arm loci locia P -valueb loci locia P -valueb

4A 786 639.3 268 210.3
4B 529 639.3 �0.001 157 210.3 �0.001
4D 603 639.3 206 210.3
Total 1918 631
4AS 246 291.1 �0.001 63 99.3 �0.001
4AL 540 494.9 205 168.7
4BS 181 251.9 �0.001 47 74.8 �0.001
4BL 348 277.1 110 82.2
4DS 238 215.3 �0.05 96 73.6 0.001
4DL 365 387.7 110 132.4

a The expected loci for each chromosome were based on the assumption of equal EST content among the
genomes. The expected loci for chromosome arms were based on the arm ratio (Gill et al. 1991).

b Chi-square test indicates the probability of a departure from the expected loci.

produced. These images were then uploaded to the NSF web- 0.86-1.00. For example, wheat EST BE497446 mapped to
deletion bins 4AL12-0.43-0.59, 4BS8-0.57-0.81, and 4DS3-0.67-site and scored again by a homoeologous group coordinator.

Once a consensus was reached, the mapping data were made 0.82, indicating a consensus map position between fractional
lengths 0.57 and 0.66 on the short arm of the consensusavailable to the public (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/

westsql/map_locus.cgi) and used for further analysis. chromosome.
Loci that mapped to chromosomes outside of group 4 wereLocus distribution and duplication analysis: Duplication of

an EST locus means that it was present in more than one not taken into consideration in the construction of the consen-
sus map. The ESTs were sorted according to their bin-mappingcopy either within a single chromosome (an intrachromosome

duplication) or among the three homoeologous group 4 chro- pattern; for example, BM138075 mapped to 4AS3-0.76-1.00,
C-4BL1-0.71, and 4DL9-0.31-0.56, which is different from themosomes (an interchromosome duplication). The number

and distribution of intra- and interchromosomal duplicated mapping pattern of BG274627, which mapped to 4AS3-0.76-
1.00, C-4BL1-0.71, and 4DL12-0.71-1.00. All ESTs showing aEST loci within homoeologous chromosome group 4 were

established using only loci clearly assigned to a specific bin. particular mapping pattern were grouped together and were
assumed to be located close to one another on the chromo-Loci were excluded from analysis if they could be not be

mapped to a specific bin but were mapped only to a chromo- some; however, linear order within the mapping-pattern
groups could not be determined. A mapping-pattern groupsome, chromosome arm, the centromere, or an ambiguous bin

whose FL values overlapped with adjacent bins. The expected was included in the consensus map only if it contained three
or more ESTs. The mapping-pattern groups were arrangednumbers of EST loci for the chromosome arms were calculated

using the arm ratio values for 4A, 4B, and 4D from the physical in linear order on the basis of the known homoeology of group
4 chromosomes reported in publications: the homoeology ofmeasurements of mitotic chromosomes (Gill et al. 1991). This

density per arm was further broken down into the expected 4AS to 4BL to 4DL, the homoeology of 4AL to 4BS to 4DS
(Devos et al. 1995; Gale et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al.numbers of EST loci for each deletion bin located on that

particular arm. The physical size of the deletion bins was based 1995), and the structural rearrangement of chromosome 4A
(Naranjo et al. 1987; Anderson et al. 1992; Liu et al. 1992;on the FL values of each deletion bin for that particular arm.

A chi-square test with P � 0.01 was used to test for significance Devos et al. 1995; Gale et al. 1995; Mickelson-Young et al.
1995; Nelson et al. 1995; Chen and Gustafson 1997). Thebetween observed and expected numbers of mapped loci. The

expected values for whole chromosomes were based on the mapping-pattern groups were organized to maximize the in-
tegrity of these trends. Groups with patterns that deviatedassumption that the homoeologous chromosomes contain

equal numbers of loci, whereas the expected values for chro- from the trend and could not be reconciled by reordering
the groups within a bin were considered signals of undefinedmosome arms were based on arm ratios (Gill et al. 1991;

Table 1). chromosomal rearrangement such as previously undetected
inversions; these aberrant groups were not included in theGroup 4 consensus: A consensus map of group 4 chromo-

somes was constructed on the basis of 119 ESTs having loci consensus chromosome.
Wheat-rice sequence comparisons: The 119 group 4 consen-that mapped to two or three of the homoeologous group 4

chromosomes. ESTs were assigned to consensus bins that were sus ESTs were compared to rice genomic sequences using
blastN (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) with cutoffconstructed from combined FL values across the three chro-

mosomes, starting from the bins closest to the centromeres. parameters: E-value �1E-15, identity (ID) �80% for at least
100 bp. ESTs that matched with a rice BAC were tabulated.For the consensus chromosome short arm, the bins are C-4S1-

0.37, 4S1-0.37-0.43, 4S2-0.43-0.53, 4S3-0.53-0.57, 4S4-0.57-0.66, The ESTs were then tentatively ordered on the basis of the
established rice BAC orders.4S5-0.66-0.67, 4S6-0.67-0.82, and 4S7-0.82-1.00. For the long

arm, they are C-4L1-0.20, 4L1-0.20-0.31, 4L2-0.31-0.56, 4L3- Wheat-Arabidopsis sequence comparisons: Wheat-Arabi-
dopsis sequence comparisons were performed in the same0.56-0.63, 4L4-0.63-0.71, 4L5-0.71-0.76, 4L6-0.76-0.86, and 4L7-
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Figure 1.—C-banding ideograms of the three wheat homoeologous group 4 chromosomes and the group 4 consensus map.
For the three ideograms, the number of EST loci mapped to the corresponding bins is given on the left and the deletion bin
designation is on the right of each chromosome. For the consensus map, the consensus bin breakpoints are identified on the
left and given on the right are the number of consensus ESTs in the bin (boldface), the density of that bin (in parentheses),
and the bin designation. More detailed information on the identity of the consensus ESTs and their distribution on the three
group 4 chromosomes can be found in the supplemental online material at http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/pubs/2004/Genetics/.
Note that as the text and Figure 2 show, it is the long arm of 4A that is homoeologous to the short arms of 4B and 4D and the
short arm of 4A that is homoeologous to the long arms of 4B and 4D. Therefore the ideogram for chromosome 4A is presented
here with the long arm at the top to emphasize that homoeology.

manner as the wheat-rice comparison, using the 119 consensus of EST loci mapped to 4A (786, 41%) was significantly
ESTs. Nucleotide-nucleotide comparisons and protein-pro- higher than expected whereas those mapping to 4B
tein comparisons were analyzed. The cutoff values for protein-

(529, 28%) and 4D (603, 31%) were lower than ex-protein comparisons were E-value �1E-5 and ID �70% for at
pected, on the basis of the assumption that the chromo-least 50 amino acid pairwise comparisons.

Functional analysis of mapped ESTs: All 938 mapped ESTs somes of group 4 have equal numbers of loci (P � 0.001;
were used to perform blastX analysis against all protein data- Figure 1, Table 1). In contrast, the total number of
bases. The results were then grouped on the basis of the EST loci mapping to the entire B genome (5774; 36%)functional category of Arabidopsis protein (http://mips.gsf.

exceeded those mapping to the A (5173; 32%) and Dde/proj/thal/db). All groupings were performed manually.
(5146; 32%) genomes (Lazo et al. 2004).

The total number of EST loci mapped to the long
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION arms on the three chromosomes of homoeologous

group 4 was twice the number mapped to the shortChromosome deletion map and distribution pattern
arms and was higher than expected, on the basis ofof EST loci on wheat homoeologous group 4: From the
relative size (P � 0.001; Table 1). Individual chromo-March 17, 2003, data set, 938 ESTs mapped unambigu-
some analyses of the EST loci distribution between theously to 1918 loci in homoeologous group 4 deletion
short and long chromosome arms showed that the num-bins. The number of mapped EST loci for group 4 was
ber of EST loci mapped to all three short arms was lowersignificantly higher than expected (P � 0.001) on the
than expected, while, except for 4DL, the long armsbasis of the relative size of the chromosomes (Gill et
contained a higher than expected number. In general,al. 1991; Table 1), with a mean of 2.04 loci per EST

mapped. Chi-square analysis showed that the number the distributions of EST loci along group 4 chromosome
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Figure 2.—Transloca-
tions involving chromo-
some arms 4AL, 5BL, and
7AS and inversions within
chromosome 4A detected
by EST mapping. In the
rightmost ideogram, where
�10 ESTs mapped in the
corresponding segments,
the total number of ESTs
rather than their accession
numbers are noted. The
“�” sign between these
numbers differentiates ESTs
mapped to opposite sides of
a deletion breakpoint when
the segment covers more
than one mapping bin.

arms were similar to those observed in the other homo- somes other than the three homoeologous group 4
chromosomes.eologous groups (Akhunov et al. 2003a; Conley et al.

2004; Hossain et al. 2004; Linkiewicz et al. 2004; Munk- The intrachromosome distribution of duplicated loci
on individual group 4 chromosomes was similar to thevold et al. 2004; Peng et al. 2004; Randhawa et al. 2004).

The distal regions of the chromosome arms contained distribution of total loci. Chromosome 4B contained
the fewest duplicated loci (157; 25%) when comparedmore loci than the proximal regions and more loci than

expected, with the exception of 4DL. In chromosome to 4A (268; 42%) and 4D (206; 33%) (Table 1). The
long arms had twice as many duplicated loci as the shortarm 4DL, the highest number of EST loci was found in

bin 4DL9-0.31-0.56, which is shorter than the terminal arms. The duplicated loci were mainly concentrated
in the distal region of all chromosome arms with thebin (Figure 1).

Homeologous group 4 intra- and interchromosome exception of 4DL. The number of duplicated loci was
positively correlated (R 2 � 0.78; P � 0.001) with thegene duplication: Gene duplication occurred within and

among all three homoeologous group 4 chromosomes. total number of mapped loci on the three homoeolo-
gous group 4 chromosomes.A total of 375 or 40% of all mapped EST probes had

duplicated (two or more) loci. This number is an ap- Chromosome-arm-specific genes: We identified 10
ESTs that hybridized with single fragments that mappedproximation, because single loci with EcoRI sites within

the region recognized by a probe would have been er- to specific chromosome arms. However, further verifi-
cation showed only two ESTs, BE490806 and BM140483,roneously counted as duplications. This overestimation

would have been partially balanced by the exclusion of that were unique to a specific chromosome arm. Both
ESTs were mapped to chromosome arm 4AL, one tosome real duplication because of a lack of polymor-

phism among the duplicated copies. Among 631 loci bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66 and the other to bin 4AL4-0.80-
1.00. In addition, we also identified one EST, BE426090,duplicated among the three group 4 chromosomes, 6%

were located on chromosomes 4A and 4B, 17% on 4A having two loci that both mapped to bin 4AL13-0.59-
0.66. Those three chromosome arm-unique ESTs haveand 4D, and 23% on 4B and 4D. The remaining 54%

were triplicated loci found on all three chromosomes. considerable value as chromosome 4AL-specific markers.
Analysis of blastN against the rice genomic sequenceOf these 631 loci, 70 (11%) also mapped to chromo-
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arms 4AL, 5AL, and 7BS, and two inversions (one peri-
centric and one paracentric; Figure 2; Naranjo et al.
1987; Anderson et al. 1992; Liu et al. 1992; Devos et al.
1995; Mickelson-Young et al. 1995; Nelson et al. 1995;
Chen and Gustafson 1997). In addition, the present
study confirmed the chromosome arm location of the
4A translocations previously detected by in situ hybrid-
ization (Chen and Gustafson 1997).

New pericentric inversion: This study established one
additional inversion, a small pericentric inversion in the
centromeric region of 4A (Figure 2). This new inversion
was found within the larger pericentric inversion pre-
viously described by Devos et al. (1995). This inversion
was detected by 6 ESTs from four different mapping
laboratories (Figure 2). Among those, 5 ESTs—BE49-
5275, BE637507, BF473854, BG274862, and BF202-
706—were mapped to C-4AL12-0.43, C-4BL1-0.71, and
C-4DL9-0.31. However, 1 EST, BF202969, was mapped
to C-4AL12-0.43, C-4BS4-0.37, and C-4DL9-0.31 as a re-
sult of a centromeric inversion in chromosome 4B. The
fragment size involved in this inversion is unknown. Of
the 88 ESTs mapped in the C-4AL12-12-0.43 bin, 44
showed a 4AL-4BS-4DS relationship. The remaining 35
ESTs were not colinear with either 4AL-4BL-4DL or
4AL-4BS-4DS. If the ESTs in this bin were evenly distrib-
uted, the expected length of the 4AL-native fragment
would be �11% (6 ESTs out of 53) of the bin C-4AL12-
0.43, which would correspond to �5% of the total 4AL
arm. Centromeric regions typically exhibit the lowest
gene density when compared to other chromosome re-
gions, and thus the length of the inverted 4AL-native
fragment might be much larger than expected. Greater
detail and confirmation is required for a full interpreta-
tion of this evidence.

Previously described 4AL paracentric inversion: A na-
tive 4AL segment inversion, detected by RFLP analysis,Figure 3.—Wheat-rice colinear relationships for the wheat

ESTs composing the group 4 consensus chromosome. The near the distal end of 4AL was described by Mickelson-
consensus bin designations and bin breakpoints are given on Young et al. (1995). The inversion was also reported by
the left of the wheat consensus chromosome. The colors on the observation of an inverted 5AL segment in the 4AL
the wheat consensus chromosome represent specific rice chro-

linkage map (Devos et al. 1995). Data from this studymosomes that had genomic sequences homologous to ESTs
showed that this paracentric inversion involved the na-in those wheat consensus bins. The colors used correspond

to the rice chromosome color designations used by Sorrells tive 4AL segment, the translocated 5AL segment, and
et al. (2003). The order of the colors along the consensus the translocated 7BS segment (Figure 2). Consequently,
wheat chromosome within a bin does not imply any order of only a small piece of native 4AL was found in the original
ESTs within a bin with respect to rice homologs.

location within bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66. Two ESTs (BE49-
9664 and BE637934) detected this fragment in chromo-
some bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66. The rest of this 4AL-nativeshowed that only EST BE426090 had high homology

with a rice BAC chromosome. A blastX analysis of the segment is now located between the 5AL-native and
7BS-native regions. Eight ESTs (BE638039, BF291886,three ESTs also showed that only EST BE426090 had

homology with a protein, namely a glutaredoxin-related BF293541, BF483404, BE489586, BE498551, BG263563,
and BM136696) detected this segment in chromosomeprotein.

Chromosome 4A: The chromosome 4A deletion map bin 4AL5-0.66-0.80, which appeared to be colinear with
the distal regions of 4BL and 4DL (Figure 2). A nativewas generated by loci from 635 ESTs. Most of the 4A

ESTs also mapped to 4B and 4D, but, in addition, 59 7BS segment was inverted in bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66 (Fig-
ure 2). Four ESTs (BE426203, BE443794, BE500827,of them detected loci on 5BL and 5DL, and 72 detected

loci on 7AS and 7DS. These data confirm the presence and BG604855) detected this 7BS inversion. These ESTs
also mapped to the distal regions of the 7AS and 7DS.of two reciprocal translocations involving chromosome
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TABLE 2

Distribution of homoeologous group 4 wheat consensus ESTs on rice chromosomes

Rice chromosomes
No Total

Wheat bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 match matches P first P second

4S7-0.82-1.00 2 2 6 4 0.035 0.007
4S6-0.67-0.82 3 3 3 0.001 —
4S5-0.66-0.67 3 0 — —
4S4-0.57-0.66 6 0 — —
4S3-0.53-0.57 2 2 2 4 0.035 0.007
4S2-0.43-0.53 1 1 1 0.083 —
4S1-0.37-0.43 1 1 4 2 0.152 0.152
C-4S1-0.37 2 1 2 3 0.019 0.083

C-4L1-0.20 2 1 1 5 4 0.035 0.152
4L1-0.20-0.31 8 1 0 9 �0.001 0.083
4L2-0.31-0.56 8 1 8 �0.001 —
4L3-0.56-0.63 6 1 0 7 �0.001 0.083
4L4-0.63-0.71 1 5 0 6 �0.001 0.083
4L5-0.71-0.76 10 1 3 11 �0.001 0.083
4L6-0.76-0.86 11 8 11 �0.001 —
4L7-0.86-1.00 1 1 1 0.083 —
Total ESTs 2 0 58 2 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 4 45 119

Bin 4AL13-0.59-0.66 contains adjacent segments of cation occurred before the paracentric inversion on the
4AL arm because the two 4AL-native segments within4AS, 4AL, 7BS, and 5AL. In total, 80 ESTs were mapped

in this bin, among which 35 mapped on the 4AS-native the region are interstitial and separated by the 5AL
segments, as are the two 7BS segments. However, thesegment, 2 mapped on the 4AL-native segment, 4 mapped

on the 7BS segment, and 20 mapped on the 5AL seg- temporal order of the larger pericentric inversion, the
smaller pericentric inversion, and the paracentric inver-ment. The 19 remaining ESTs within this bin did not

show a colinear relationship with the other homoeolo- sion on 4AL remains unclear (Figure 2).
Chromosomes 4B and 4D: Chromosome 4B had thegous group 4 chromosomes, on the basis of the available

data. fewest mapped ESTs (458) and loci of the three group
4 chromosomes. In general, the EST mapping data sup-Evolutionary order of the 4A structural changes: Alto-

gether, the current mapping data indicated two recipro- port previously reported data showing that chromosome
arm 4BL is homoeologous to 4DL and 4AS, and 4BScal translocations (4AL/5AL and 4AL/7BS), two peri-

centric inversions, and one paracentric inversion. The is homoeologous to 4DS and 4AL (Devos et al. 1995;
Mickelson-Young et al. 1995). The ESTs located in themajor remaining questions involve the evolutionary or-

der of the five chromosome rearrangement events. centromeric region and again in the distal region of
4BL show a 4BL-4DL-4AL pattern reflecting the 4ALDevos et al. (1995) found that the same 4AL/5AL trans-

location also appeared in T. monococcum and concluded inversions explained above.
Four earlier studies (Endo and Gill 1984; Dvořákthat the 4AL/5AL translocation occurred at the diploid

level. On the basis of their linkage data and the cytologi- et al. 1984; Gill et al. 1991; Mickelson-Young et al.
1995) found evidence of a pericentric inversion in 4Bcal study by Riley et al. (1967), Devos et al. (1995)

also concluded that the 4AL/7BS translocation and the and four ESTs in this study support this. Three of
these, BF202211, BE406512, and BF202969, mapped toparacentric and the larger pericentric inversions arose

at the tetraploid level. However, the temporal order of C-4BS4-0.37 and chromosome arm 4DL. BF202211 did
not map to chromosome 4A. BE406512 mapped tothose events could not be fully resolved, although the

4AL/7BS translocation must have occurred before the 4AS1-0.20-0.63. B202969 mapped to C-4BS, C-4DL, and
C-4AL. BE497309 mapped to C-4BL1-0.71, C-4DS1-0.53,paracentric inversion due to the observation of an in-

verted 5AL segment in the bread wheat chromosome and C-4AL12-0.43.
A total of 549 informative ESTs mapped to chromo-arm 4AL (Devos et al. 1995). The larger pericentric

inversion could have taken place either before or after some 4D. One probe accession, BE442750, was unique
to chromosome 4D and mapped to bin 4DL12-0.71-the 4AL/7BS translocation, or even after the paracen-

tric inversion on 4AL (Devos et al. 1995). The present 1.00. In the set of data used for this study, 108 ESTs,
which mapped to 4DL, also mapped to 4AS and 4BL.results provide new evidence that the 4AL/7BS translo-
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TABLE 3

cDNA libraries containing ESTs mapped to wheat homoeologous group 4 chromosomes

ESTs
ESTs mapped

Namea Tissue and conditionb generated to group 4c

TA016E1X Crown, vernalized 2,286 47
TA038E1X Crown, salt stressed 943 22
TA001E1X Endosperm (Cheyenne) 2,728 40
TA036E1X Leaf, drought stressed 641 14
TA027E1X Leaf, drought stressed (TAM W101) 905 8
TA031E1X Leaf, flag, heat stressed 973 36
TA037E1X Leaf, sheath, salt stressed 964 15
TA007E1X Seedling, cold stressed 938 25
TA005E1X Seedling, drought stressed 795 4
TA015E1X Seedling, heat stressed 821 22
TA008E1X Root, seedling, etiolated 4,017 99
TA008E3N Root, seedling, etiolated, normalized 4,308 102
TA006E1X Shoot, seedling, unstressed 2,261 28
TA006E2N Shoot, seedling, unstressed, normalized 1,686 13
TA018E1X Spike, 5–15 DAP 2,860 43
TA032E1X Spike, 5–20 DAP, heat stressed 1,012 27
TA017E1X Spike, 20–45 DAP 1,076 35
TA009XXX Spike, Fusarium graminearum infected (Sumai3) 10,287 47
TA006G1X Spike, F. graminearum -infected (Sumai3) 727 15
TA019E1X Spike, preanthesis 11,194 206
TM043E1X Apex, shoot, early reproductive, 7-wk vernalized (acc. Dv92) 2,647 42
TT039E1X Whole plant (Langdon-16) 1,194 17
AS040E1X Anther 2,466 42
SC024E1X Anther (Blanco) 4,631 66

a The species source of the library is indicated by the first two letters of the name: TA, Triticum aestivum ;
TM, T. monococcum ; TT, T. turgidum ; SC, Secale cereale ; and AS, Aegilops speltoides.

b All of the TA libraries are from the hexaploid wheat Chinese Spring except where indicated otherwise in
parentheses. DAP, days after pollination.

c This column totals 1015 ESTs; however, the analyses reported in this article involve the subset of 938 of
them that remained after ambiguous ESTs were discarded.

Sixteen ESTs, which mapped to 4DL, mapped to 4AL 119 ESTs that could be clearly assigned to 16 consensus
bins. The number of ESTs assigned to each bin variedand 4BL, of which 6, noted above, were involved in the

new pericentric inversion on 4A. A total of 44 ESTs from 2 to 19. The numbers of ESTs in long and short
arms were not equal, with the long arm containing 70%showed a colinear mapping relationship with 4BL and

5AL23-0.87-1.00. These data confirm the 5AL/4AL re- more ESTs than the short arm. Unlike the distribution
of ESTs mapping to individual chromosomes, there wasciprocal translocation in T. aestivum proposed by Nar-

anjo et al. (1987). no clear distribution pattern along the consensus chro-
mosome. The EST density ranged from 0.19 to 6.82Consensus EST map of homoeologous group 4 chro-

mosomes: Developing the group 4 consensus map from ESTs per consensus bin (Figure 1). However, it should
be pointed out that the relative error in the estimationthe three homoeologous group 4 chromosomes was

complicated by the several translocations and inversions of a bin size is larger in the smaller bins, and therefore
these values have a large variance. As observed in otherof chromosome 4A. A total of 141 ESTs were detected

as unique for group 4 chromosomes, 4 of which were homoeologous groups in this project, the smaller the
bin the higher the EST density.excluded because they did not map to a specific bin or

the data were unclear. We detected 18 ESTs, which The consensus chromosome map revealed a clearer
picture of the EST density along the homoeologousmapped to various bins among the three chromosomes,

making it difficult to assign them to a consensus bin. group 4 chromosomes. The consensus map showed that
the highest EST density was not located in the mostThese anomalies were also excluded from the consensus

map. Most of the anomalies involved the long arm of distal bins of the consensus map, but closer to the mid-
dle of both consensus arms (Figure 1). Since the consen-4A and the short arms of 4B and 4D, which was not

surprising owing to the significant rearrangements that sus map took into account the vagaries of bin size and
utilized more bins per arm, it gave a considerably higher-have occurred in the long arm of 4A. Thus, we used
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TABLE 4

The highest-copy-number genes/gene families present in homoeologous group 4

EST
Putative function accession no. cDNA library Copy no.a Chromosome locationb

Oxalate oxidase BE406676 TA008E1X 11 (13) C4AL12 (2); 4AL13; 4BS1 (2); 4DS2
(6); C2AS5; 3BL2

Cytochrome P450s BF145360 SC024E1X 3 4AL12; 4BS4; 4DS1
BG314543 TM043E1X 2 (12) 4A (2)
BM136696 TA009XXX 3 4AL5; 4BL5; 4DL12
BM138474 TA009XXX 3 4AL12; 4BS8; 4DS3

2-Oxoglutarate/malate translocator BE403439 TA008E1X 10 (13) C4AL12; 4BS1 (3); 4DS2 (6); 3BL2
Glutathione S-transferases BE490186 TA007E1X 2 (7) 4AL4 (2); 7AS1; 7DS4 (2)

BE405625 TA008E1X 5 (11) 4BS1 (3); 4DS1 (2)
BM138536 TA009XXX 1 (4) 4AL4; 7AS1; 7DS4 (2)

Tubulin �-2 chain BE490658 TA007E1X 5 (21) 4AS1; 4AS3; 4AL13; 4BL5; 4DL13;
3AL3; 3BL2; 3DL2

BE496999 TA015E1X 4 (5) 4AL12; 4BS1; 4DS2 (2)
ATP-dependent Clp proteases BE490177 TA007E1X 2 (3) 4DL9 (2)

BE490526 TA007E1X 2 (5) 4AL5 (2); 7AS5 (2); 7DS5
BE591521 TA031E1X 3 4AS1; C4BL1; 4DL9

MAP kinase 1 BE446076 TA008E3N 7 4AS4 (3); C4BL1 (2); 4DL9 (2)
Ascorbate peroxidases BE497108 TA015E1X 3 4AS3; C4BL1; 4DL9;

BE497618 TA015E1X 3 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9;
Cell division cycle protein 48 BE444757 TA008E3N 6 (8) 4AS3; 4BL5 (2); 4DL13 (3); 1AL1;

1BL6
Elongin BE403789 TA008E1X 6 C4AL12 (2); 4BS4 (2); C4DS1 (2)
Heat-shock protein (class I) BE605229 TA032E1X 6 (11) 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9 (4); 3BS8; 3DS6
Mitochondrial processing peptidase BE442995 TA008E3N 6 4AS3 (2); 4BL5 (2); 4DL9 (2)
S-Malonyltransferase BE404963 TA008E1X 6 C4AL12; 4DL9 (2); C4BL1 (3)
Other kinases 53
Other peroxidases 8

a The number of EST loci mapped to homoeologous group 4 chromosomes for the given EST accession; the number in
parentheses indicates the total number of loci generated by this EST, whether mapped or not.

b The chromosome, chromosome arm, or bin designation is given; if more than one locus maps to a location, the number of
loci is given in parentheses following the location. Not all loci were mappable; thus the total number of loci in this column will
not always equal the total from the previous column.

resolution view of actual EST location than the individ- the short arm of rice chromosome 3 from 14.4 to 55.8
cM with several interruptions primarily for the bins atual chromosome maps did (Figure 1). However, consen-

sus maps will be of limited value until a much larger the distal end of the group 4 consensus long arm. A
gap in the linear order occurred in the short arm of ricenumber of bins per chromosome arm are available to

create high-resolution maps. chromosome 3 corresponding to the group 4 consensus
centromeric bins, which suggested a large rearrange-EST-based wheat-rice colinear relationship: On the

basis of the homoeologous group 4 consensus map, the ment in these regions during the evolutionary history
of one or both species. This interruption of order be-relationship between ESTs on wheat group 4 chromo-

somes and the rice genome showed that among 119 tween the wheat group 4 consensus chromosome bins
and corresponding groups of rice chromosome 3 genesESTs, 74 ESTs (62%) significantly matched to rice BACs

(Figure 3). Of those 74 ESTs, 58 (78%) were present will complicate the use of rice-wheat synteny to facilitate
gene discovery in wheat and other Triticeae species.in wheat deletion bins that were colinear with the corre-

sponding groups of genes from rice chromosome 3 to Rice chromosome 3 also showed long segments of con-
served order with wheat homoeologous group 5 (Lin-which they matched (Table 2). No claims can be made

for wheat EST linear order within bins, but only for the kiewicz et al. 2004).
Wheat-Arabidopsis relationship: The relationship be-order of wheat deletion bins. The greatest similarity in

order of the wheat deletion bins and the corresponding tween wheat ESTs and the Arabidopsis genome was
analyzed using a blastN search against the Arabidopsisgroups of rice genes occurred primarily between the

long arm of the consensus group 4 map (88%) and the genome database. Among the 119 consensus ESTs, only
26 of them showed high homology (E-value �E-5;short arm of rice chromosome 3 (Figure 3), as observed

by Sorrells et al. (2003). This conserved order spanned ID �80% for �50 bp) to Arabidopsis genomic se-
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TABLE 5

Group 4-specific genes and location on homoeologous chromosome group 4

Putative function BlastX a Accession no. Chromosome locationb

40S ribosomal protein S3A 2E-45 BE425301 4AS4; 4BL5; 4DL9
50S ribosomal protein L15 (chloroplast) 2E-53 BE517664 4AS3; 4BL5; 4DL13 (2)
60S ribosomal protein L10A 2E-24 BG263898 4AL13; 4BS1; 4DS1
Actin 1 3E-95 BE490281 4AL12; 4BS1; 4DS2
�-Amylase inhibitor, chain CM17 2E-70 BE424208 4BL5; 4DL12
Arabinoxylan arabinofuranohydrolase AXAH-II 3E-71 BF473320 4AL; 4BS4; 4DS1
Ascorbate peroxidase 2E-34 BE497618 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9
Ascorbate peroxidase (stromal) 4E-40 BE497108 4AS3; C4BL1; 4DL9
Basic protein 1B, WBP1B 7E-14 BE517725 4AL12; 4BS4; 4DS1
Benzothiadiazole-induced protein 9E-21 BE403491 4BS1 (2); 4DS2; 4DS3
�-3-Glucanase 1E-4 BF428777 4AL13; 4BS8; 4DS3
�-Galactosidase 4E-64 BE426767 4AS4; 4BL1; C4D
�-Galactosidase BG1 7E-18 BF201449 4AS3; 4BL1; 4DL12
�-Glucosidase aggregating factor 2E-17 BE445831 4BS1; 4DS2
C-4 sterol methyl oxidase 1E-59 BE497184 C4AL12; 4BS4; C4DS1
Catechol O-methyltransferase 7E-31 BE405350 4AL12; 4BS8; 4DS2
CAXIP1 protein 2E-15 BE426090 4AL13 (2)
Chlorophyll a/b-binding protein CP29 2E-56 BE497446 4AL12; 4BS8; 4DS3
Cytochrome P450-1 1E-26 BM138474 4AL12; 4BS8; 4DS3
Cytochrome P450-2 3E-29 BE404334 4BL5
Cytochrome P450-3 6E-38 BM136696 4AL5; 4BL5; 4DL12
Elongin 1E-27 BE403789 C4AL12 (2); 4BS4 (2); C4DS1 (2)
Endo-1,4-�-glucanase Cel1 4E-89 BE498699 4AL12; 4BS1; 4DS2
F-actin capping protein �-subunit 3E-59 BF145268 C4AS1; C4BL1; C4DL9
Flocculin 1E-4 BF201717 4A; C4BL5; C4DL9
Fructose-6-phosphate 2-kinase 2E-15 BF483393 C4BL5; 4DL9
GDP dissociation inhibitor 6E-77 BF485396 4AS4 (2); C4BL1; 4DL9
Glucosyltransferase-like protein 5E-45 BE443973 4AS1; C4BL1; 4DL9
Glutathione reductase 3E-91 BE498405 4AS3; 4BL5 (2); 4DL12
H-�-58 homologue 1E-85 BE444811 C4A; C4BS4; C4DS1
Lipoxygenase 1E-112 BE442666 4AL13; 4BS8; 4DS3
Low-temperature/salt stress-induced protein 7E-19 BE518424 4AS4 (2); C4BS1; 4DL9
MAP kinase 1 2E-64 BE446076 4AS4 (3); C4BL1 (2); 4DL9 (2)
Mitochondrial processing peptidase 3E-85 BE442995 4AS3 (2); 4BL5 (2); 4DL9 (2)
Myosin II heavy chain 3E-46 BF483405 4AS4; 4BL1; 4DL13
NADP-dependent oxidoreductase 8E-24 BE490685 4AL12 (3); 4BS8
O-Succinylhomoserine (thiol)-lyase 6E-54 BF202969 C4AL12; C4BS4; C4DL9
Oxygen-evolving complex 25.6-kD protein 6E-37 BE426317 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9 (2)
Peroxidase ATP13a 3E-11 BE497785 4AS3; 4BL5; 4DL12
Phosphoinositide kinase 7E-51 BE500180 C4AL12; C4BL1; C4DL9
Phosphomevalonate kinase 4E-50 BE494575 4AS3; C4BL1; 4DL9
Prenyltransferase 4E-54 BE591142 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9
Pseudo-response regulator 9 1E-15 BE442811 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9
Putative neutral invertase 9E-96 BE443291 4AS1; C4BL1; 4DL9
Putative purple acid phosphatase 1E-91 BE403881 C4AL12; 4BL1; 4DL12
Ribonuclease 2E-65 BE426266 4AS4; 4BL1; 4DL9
Ribosomal protein S5 3E-9 BE497635 4AL12; 4BS4; 4DS1
Ribulose-phosphate 3-epimerase (chloroplast) 1E-62 BE497160 4AS3; 4BL5; 4DL12
Ring-H2 finger protein 5E-32 BE443211 C4AL12; 4BL5 (2); C4DL9
RNA-binding protein 3E-15 BE406512 4AS1 (2); C4BS4; 4DL9
RNA-binding protein 2E-19 BG313203 4AS3; 4BL5; 4DL12
Serine palmitoyltransferase 3E-53 BM138075 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9
Serine threonine kinase 1E-29 BF428648 4AL12; 4BS4; 4DS3
SH3 domain-containing protein 4E-22 BE423455 4AS4; C4D
Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein U1 7E-8 BF429264 4BS; 4DS2
S-Malonyltransferase 8E-86 BE404963 C4AL12; C4BL1 (3); 4DL9 (2)
Spliceosome-associated protein 1E-28 BM137730 4AS3; C4BL1; C4DL13
Sugar transporter 6E-11 BF201181 4AS3; 4BL5; 4DL13

(continued)
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TABLE 5

(Continued)

Putative function BlastX a Accession no. Chromosome locationb

Sulfolipid synthase 2E-76 BG313162 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9
Transcription factor X1 2E-12 BE494478 4AS3; 4BL1; 4DL9
Transport inhibitor response 1 (TIR1) 4E-45 BG606739 4AS4; 4BL1; 4DL12
Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 2E-24 BE443190 4AS1; C4BL1; 4DL9
Vacuolar targeting receptor bp-80 5E-83 BE426016 4AS4; C4BL1; 4DL9
Zinc-finger protein C60910 4E-75 BF478884 4AS1; C4BL1; 4DL9

a BlastX E-value of the hit with highest similarity to the EST.
b The chromosome, chromosome arm, or bin designation is given; if more than one locus maps to a location, the number of

loci is given in parentheses following the location.

quences from five different chromosomes. This result manner, whereas the rest of the genes were similar to
novel proteins for which no putative functions haveindicated that there was no structural relationship be-

tween the Arabidopsis genome and wheat homoeolo- been assigned (27%) or did not show significant similar-
ity to any protein (31%). The majority of known cellulargous group 4 chromosomes.

Analysis of blastX for protein sequence comparisons functions were represented in the 440 unigenes, al-
though genes involved in metabolism (14%), signal trans-between wheat chromosome 4 consensus ESTs and the

Arabidopsis protein database showed that only 38 ESTs duction (12%), and defense (11%) were the most abun-
dant (Figure 4). These results are similar to thosehad significant similarity (E-value �E-5; ID �70% for a

minimum of 50 amino acids) to Arabidopsis proteins. observed in rye (Secale cereale L.) (Rodriguez Milla et
al. 2002), in the rice gene prediction classification (GoffThe proteins were diverse, including those involved in

metabolic processes, cellular processes, transport pro- et al. 2002), and also in the assignment of functional
categories to the Arabidopsis proteome (Arabidopsisteins, ribosomal proteins, and unknown proteins, and

were encoded by genes located on five different Arabi- Genome Initiative 2000). Therefore, wheat homoeolo-
gous group 4 chromosomes (and probably the entiredopsis chromosomes with no apparent clustering pat-

tern. Unlike the wheat-rice comparison, the results of wheat genome) follow general trends similar to those
observed in other species.both nucleotide and protein comparisons between

wheat homoeologous group 4 consensus chromosome As expected, an analysis of different genomes has
ESTs and the Arabidopsis genome did not show a colin- revealed that a large number of genes belong to multi-
ear relationship between the two species. copy gene families. For instance, in rice, as in Arabi-

Functional characterization of group 4 ESTs: The uni- dopsis, extensive gene redundancy exists in all meta-
genes corresponding to the EST loci mapped to homo- bolic pathways, which may facilitate the tightly regulated
eologous group 4 chromosomes were analyzed for their expression of specific isozymes (Goff et al. 2002). In
functional characteristics. Information about their Gen-
Bank accession numbers, putative function, and chro-
mosomal location can be obtained at http://wheat.
pw.usda.gov/cgi-bin/westsql/map_locus.cgi. Twenty-
four of the 26 libraries that generated group 4 ESTs
were used in this analysis (Table 3). The cDNA libraries
were designed to maximize gene discovery, since virtu-
ally all wheat tissues were sampled, including several
developmental stages and environmental conditions. In
general, the number of homoeologous group 4 ESTs
from each library correlated positively with the total
number of ESTs mapped to the seven homoeologous
groups and the number of ESTs generated from each
library, with only a few exceptions. Homoeologous
group 4 chromosomes contain genes involved in a wide
range of cellular mechanisms (Tables 4 and 5, Figure
4). To refine the homoeologous group 4 chromosome
transcriptome, the unigenes were grouped into func- Figure 4.—Functional classification of wheat ESTs mapped
tional categories on the basis of a blastX search. Only on group 4 chromosomes based on the Arabidopsis gene

classification.42% of the genes could be functionally classified in this
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addition, a significant correlation between the copy for the total group of 440 unigenes, as genes covering
number of Arabidopsis and tomato (Lycopersicon esculen- most of the cellular functions were detected.
tum L.) multigene families was reported by Van der In spite of the limitations, the present data support
Hoeven et al. (2002). We used only EST loci mapping to the idea that the overall gene composition of the wheat
wheat homoeologous group 4 chromosomes to estimate transcriptome follows the general trend observed in
the number of gene families present in this tran- other species. Although proteins of all functional classes
scriptome. The copy numbers in Table 4 are probably were present, a slight bias (more significant for group
underestimated, because they are based on RFLP data. 4-specific genes) was found for genes encoding meta-
Lower stringency conditions would probably reveal a bolic functions, which is consistent with the results ob-
higher number of loci (i.e., additional family members); tained in other plant species. In addition, the results
however, this issue would be best addressed by analysis of suggested that the hexaploid wheat genome is well “bal-
DNA sequences rather than by Southern hybridization. anced,” because each of its homoeologous groups ap-
Nevertheless, protein kinases represented the largest pears to contain genes involved in diverse functions.
family in wheat homoeologous group 4, and peroxi- However, much higher-resolution mapping is necessary
dases, cytochrome P450s, and glutathione S-transferases to determine whether or not some chromosome regions
represented large families as well (Table 4). These four show specific characteristics.
families were also among the most abundant in Arabi- This material is based upon work supported by the National Science
dopsis and tomato (Van der Hoeven et al. 2002). We Foundation under cooperative agreement no. DBI-9975989; United
noted a high copy number of genes encoding a putative States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Agricultural Research Ser-

vice Current Research Information System (project no. 3622-21000-oxalate oxidase (11) and a 2-oxoglutarate/malate trans-
023-00D); and the University of Missouri, Agricultural Experimentallocator (10) present in homoeologous group 4 chromo-
Station. This article reports the results of research only. Mentionsomes.
of a proprietary product does not constitute an endorsement or a

Finally, to analyze further the nature of the genes recommendation for its use by the USDA or the University of Missouri.
present in homoeologous group 4, we examined more
closely the putative functional role of 64 group 4-specific
genes (Table 5). Of the 440 known-function unigenes
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